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Abstract 

 

Often times, social studies are a forgotten subject in early childhood education. With a huge 

focus of the school day being on language arts and math, subjects like science and social studies 

have seemingly become second tier. Social studies instruction teaches essential skills that help 

children throughout school as well as teaching them to become responsible citizens. For these 

reasons, this thesis is a social studies unit plan meant for a kindergarten classroom. It explores 

three different countries and cultures; South Korea, El Salvador, and Germany. The unit focuses 

on comparing and contrasting going to school in the United States to going to school in these 

countries using an introductory read aloud, one full length lesson for each of the countries, and a 

final assessment where students will write their own book pages highlighting the comparisons 

they see. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

 

 When thinking of my thesis, I tried out many different ideas before finding my project. 

The early ideas touched on a wide range of the many different interests I have had throughout 

my college career, but I inevitably ended up with an education related thesis. My thesis consists 

of a week-long unit plan specifically for kindergarten about the culture of students in three 

different countries; South Korea, El Salvador, and Germany. These lessons are all explicitly 

social studies lessons, although they could be connected to other subjects, because social studies 

are not often taught frequently in early education classrooms. Growing up, social studies was 

always my favorite subject because I loved learning about people and their history. I was 

fortunate enough to continue this learning through different honors and education classes which 

truly showed me the importance of social studies education in creating informed, empathetic, and 

thoughtful citizens. This is something I want for all students and the best way to inspire these 

traits is by teaching them early and consistently. 

 When I began this unit, I kept these ideas that I had about social studies and early 

education in mind as I looked at the Indiana State Kindergarten Standards. The most interesting 

part about kindergarten standards is how simple they truly are, but this allows for freedom in 

creating lessons. Along with the Indiana State Standards, I also included social justice standards. 

These are just as important for students to learn to better understand the world around them and 

to look at it with an accepting point of view.  

 Before the start of the pandemic I had originally planned to write and develop these 

lessons while student teaching in Germany. I wanted to use my first-hand experiences to 

influence how I approached the planning and teaching of the lessons. This also compelled me to 
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choose other countries I had connections to through friends and family. Each of the countries 

have vastly different cultures, but I wanted to ensure that I captured a deeper and more accurate 

insight of them. Obviously without being able to travel I needed to change my plan and I ended 

up reaching out to another friend who lived in Germany. This also pushed me to find quality 

websites and videos that built a foundation of my knowledge before writing the lessons.  

 Building this background knowledge allowed me to move forward with the actually 

writing of the lessons. One issue I found in the early stages of this development was how big the 

subject is and how little time lessons can be in kindergarten. I wanted to create a unit that was 

appropriate and realistic for a kindergarten class that also taught about the culture of these three 

countries. The ideal timing for lessons for young students usually falls between fifteen and thirty 

minutes. I knew I had too much content for the unit to actually work, so I reconsidered the 

standards I chose and focused in on the comparison aspect. This led me to recreate my lessons 

focusing on students and schools from these countries which could be directly compared to the 

classroom and students learning this. Making this change created a better, more relatable, and 

concise lesson. 

 As I have finished my thesis, I am truly proud of the unit because it is something that 

allows students to think outside of their own homes. I am also proud to have put together a very 

teachable unit that I can hopefully use in my own classroom in the future. By working on this 

project I have combined multiple passions, learned some new things, and put into practice the 

strategies I’ve gained throughout my college career. 
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Notes: 

 
The pacing of this unit is up to the teacher and what is best for the class. It can be completed in a 

week, giving time for a country per day, or it can be slowed down to fit what students need. 

These lessons all contain small group and whole class work to give students experience and 

practice being a part of both. This can also be manipulated to have more small group work or 

whole class work depending on the class. The lessons will culminate for an ending assessment 

where students create their own pages for a book which can be put together to produce a class 

book that can be copied and given to each student. 
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Reading Mini-Lesson 
 

Mentor Text Title: Same, Same But Different by Jenny Sue Kostecki-Shaw 

Standards: 

● K.3.6 Identify and compare similarities and differences in families, classmates, neighbors, and 

neighborhoods, and ethnic and cultural groups 

● ID.K-2.5 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 

● DI.K-2.8 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different. 

● DI.K-2.10 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways. 
● This lesson supports the social studies standard because it gives direct comparisons between two different 

children from two countries. It introduces the idea of identifying and comparing the similarities and 

differences between the two and allows for ample discussion about these which will be led by the teacher 

and students at different points of the reading. The lesson supports the social justice standards in the same 

ways. The book used has a character from the United States and students will see some similarities from 

their lives to this character. As this character makes connection to his pen pal they will also be making 

connections to the books and the characters. This lesson serves to introduce an interest in different groups 

of people and communities that the students will learn more about in the next lessons throughout the week. 

Social Studies Skill: 

● Comparing and Contrasting Communities 

  

MINI-LESSON   

Connection  “Something that I like about friends is that we can all be different and do things 

differently but we’re all still people. Just like everyone in this room. We all live 

in different houses, have different favorites, have different families, and think 

differently. And even though we all have these differences, we have even more 

similarities.” 

  

Teaching Point “Today we’re going to be reading a book about two kids who live in very 

different places but they are a lot more similarities than you’d think. So as we 

read I want you to think about what is the same between these two kids and what 

is different.” 
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Teach 

  

“Looking at Elliot and Kailash on these pages [5-6], I already see some 

similarities and differences. First thing that I notice, that is the same is that they 

are both little boys. They might even be in Kindergarten like us! The next thing 

that I notice that is the same is that they both love to climb trees. One difference 

I see is actually the trees. Elliot’s tree looks very similar to one I might see in my 

neighborhood; it even has a treehouse. In Kailash’s tree I see monkeys! This is 

really different from the trees Elliot would see. This makes me think that Elliot 

and Kailash live in very different places but they still like to do the same kind of 

things.” 

Active Engagement Turn and Talks as well as discussing more similarities and differences as a class. 

Pages 7-8: “ What is the same about where Elliot and Kailash live? What is 

different?” 

Pages 9-10: “Turn to a partner and talk about what is different about the pets 

the two boys have” 

Page 20: “Now I want you to turn to a partner and talk about what is the same 

between Elliot and Kailash’s schools. What are some of those similarities? 

[Share as a class] Now what are some of the differences you can see between the 

two schools.” 

Link “I love the last few pages of this book. I really like how the boys say that they 

are best friends even though they live in different worlds. That’s because they 

have more similarities than you’d think. And even with their differences, they 

can respect those and even learn from them! And this week just like this book we 

are going to be looking at different places around the world and learning how 

they are similar to us and different!” 

After Reading Activity “So before we look at different places this week, we need to think about what 

makes our classroom special. Talk to someone around you about our school and 

what we do every day. As we make our chart of everything about our class, think 

about how we get to school, the classes we have, what we do at school, what our 

school looks like. When we learn about the different countries and their schools, 

we’ll be comparing those to our school.” [Make anchor chart using ideas from 

students about our class. After each lesson about the different countries a new 

anchor chart will be created. All of which will be used on the last day to review 

as students create their own Same, Same Different book pages.] 
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 *To complete this mini-lesson online, the teacher can use an interactive slideshow and record a video of themselves 

reading the book. The teacher will have to talk through all of the discussion points as described above. They can also 

use a platform like Flipgrid to have students respond to the read aloud, having students respond to the “after reading 

activity” question by making a short video of themselves. 
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Anticipation Guide 
   

State Academic Standards: 

● K.3.6 Identify and compare similarities and differences in families, classmates, neighbors and 

neighborhoods, and ethnic and cultural groups. 

● ID.K-2.5 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 

● DI.K-2.8 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different. 

● DI.K-2.10 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways. 
● This lesson supports the social studies standard by giving students new information about a country and 

culture. As students discuss, they will find comparisons between their lives and the lives of South Korean 

students. The lesson supports the social justice standards in the same ways and by giving students the 

opportunity to be curious and discover more about this culture.  

  

Objectives: 

● The students will be able to . . . 

○ Recognize and identify similarities between schools in South Korea and in the United States. 

○ Recognize and identify differences between schools in South Korea and in the United States. 
  

Materials List: 

● Visuals of schools in South Korea, different foods, clothing, and other visuals to represent the country. 

● PowerPoint with statements  

● Anchor chart and markers for teacher 

● Map of South Korea 

● “A Day at My Korean School” YouTube video 

○  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S6EchkKjrE ) 
● Teacher postcard resource 

  

Engagement & Exploration: 

● The teacher will begin the lesson by posting pictures of houses, cities, traditional and modern clothing, food, 

and other important aspects of South Korean culture. These aspects should be things that the students will 

find interesting and want to learn more about.  To begin the lesson, students will be allowed to get out of 

their seats and look at all of the pictures. Students will go back to their seats and as a class talk about the 

different visuals. The teacher will first guide them through the discussion by asking what they notice in the 

pictures. Where they think these pictures may be from. What they find interesting about the pictures or what 

they may know about South Korea. The teacher will then walk the students through the pictures with 

explanations. 

● Vocabulary that students will learn Seoul (capital), hanbok (traditional garment), haggyo (school), gajog 

(family), annyeonghaseyo (hello), annyeong (goodbye), seonsaengnim (teacher), etc. These are some 

examples but can change for the pictures that the teacher decides upon for the gallery. This is also a good 

opportunity to allow students to practice with these words and look up words that students may be interested 

in learning. It is especially important to show students the Korean alphabet and discuss the fact that it is 

different from the English alphabet.  

● For online teaching this can be completed multiple ways depending on the platforms the teacher has access 

to. This could happen through a Zoom meeting, where the teacher will have a slide show with the visuals and 

words students will be discussing. The teacher would share their screen and lead the discussion described 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_S6EchkKjrE
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above. This could also happen using an interactive slideshow, whether that is created through Google slides 

or Nearpod.  
Explanation: 

● The “Get Ready to Read” statements will be displayed using PowerPoint slides and the projector. They will 

be read and explained by the teacher one at a time. The teacher will designate one side of the classroom to 

represent “yes” and one side to represent “no.” Students will listen to the statement and be given time to think 

it through and walk to which side they think. The teacher will have each of the students’ names on the 

PowerPoint slide and will drag their names to the corresponding sides to keep the data. 

● For online teaching, the teacher will share their screen with the PowerPoint slides. Students will use the 

“thumbs up” and “thumbs down” controls through Zoom to answer yes and no. The teacher will still drag the 

names of the students to the corresponding sides of the slide. If a Zoom meeting is unavailable, the teacher 

could again make an interactive slideshow and have students mark whether they think yes or no on the slides. 

When making these slides the teacher will have to ensure they record themselves reading each slide to remain 

developmentally appropriate. A introduction video with specific instructions on the first slide would also be 

needed. 
                                             

Get Ready to Read Guide (Type statements here and provide the correct answers in the ‘After Reading’ 

column.) 

Before Reading Statements After Reading 

  Students leave school as soon as school is over. (Hughes & 

Chamberlain, 2020) 

No 

  Students only learn one language. 

(South Korean Education) 

No 

  Students go to school Monday-Friday and some Saturdays 

during the year. (Hughes & Chamberlain, 2020) 

Yes 

  

Evaluation: 

● Students will talk to a partner about the three statements. The teacher will go slide to slide allowing 

students to talk about their answers for a few minutes. The teacher will walk around to help guide 

conversations and then bring the group all together again. A few student volunteers will answer for 

the class whether they think the statement is true or false. After the class discusses, the teacher will 

reveal the correct answer and provide more information about each statement. The teacher will go 

through more details about a student’s life in South Korea and give opportunities for students to ask 

questions. The class will then watch a video giving a tour of a South Korean school to affirm what 

they learned and give more information. 

● After going through the statements and watching the video, the teacher will ask questions about 

what the students have learned. The teacher will add these answers to an anchor chart expanding on 

the ideas of the students.  

○ What are some things for schools in South Korea that are the same as our school? 

○ What are some things that are different from our school? 
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○ What is one thing from the schools in South Korea that you would want to happen in our 

school? 

● To complete this online as well, the teacher will conduct the same discussion as all whole class 

through Zoom. Students will answer to the whole class but will raise their hands and wait to be 

called on to unmute their microphones and discuss. The class will then watch the video together and 

continue the lesson as described. The anchor chart can be created by using an online whiteboard and 

saved for later. If Zoom or a live option isn’t available this can again be created with an interactive 

slideshow. The anchor chart could be created by having students use a platform like Flipgrid. The 

teacher will ask one of the above questions and students will make a video of themselves responding. 

All of the responses are automatically saved and available for the whole class to view. 

  

Gearing Up and Down: 

● If the lesson is too remedial, students can use their technology to find more information about South 

Korean schools and the country by choosing a video giving more information and drawing/writing about a 

fact that they learned. 

● If the lesson is too advanced, students will be allowed to primarily work with a partner and discuss with 

their partner. The teacher will also help these groups guide their discussion and guide them through the new 

information during the turn and talk times. 

● If when starting the lesson the teacher sees that the students need more time with the information this can 

extend into the next day. 
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Idea Teach 
 

State Academic Standards: 

● K.3.6 Identify and compare similarities and differences in families, classmates, neighbors and 

neighborhoods, and ethnic and cultural groups. 

● ID.K-2.5 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 

● DI.K-2.8 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different. 

● DI.K-2.10 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways. 
● This lesson supports the social studies standard by giving students new information about a country and 

culture. As students discuss, they will find comparisons between their lives and the lives of Salvadoran 

students. The lesson supports the social justice standards in the same ways and by giving students the 

opportunity to be curious and discover more about this culture.  

  

Objectives: 

● The students will be able to . . . 

○ Recognize and identify similarities between schools in El Salvador and in the United States. 

○ Recognize and identify differences between schools in El Salvador and in the United States. 
  

  

Materials List:  

● Pictures of parts of schools from El Salvador and the United States 

○ Uniforms 

○ Classrooms 

○ After school activities 

○ Transportation to school 

○ Vocabulary words 

● Map of El Salvador 

● Venn diagram and markers for teacher 
● “A Child’s Day in El Salvador”  

○ (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYTcn3l7X3A&list=PL6aixwcOkLHI9bbSuGg-

NspwCGFC-rT50&index=5) 

● Teacher postcard resource 

  

Engagement & Exploration: 

● The teacher will begin by pairing the students into groups of two. The groups will get one picture of 

something in a Salvadoran school and the corresponding picture of that same thing in a United States school. 

For example, a group would get pictures of lunches in schools in El Salvador and the United States, and 

another group may get pictures of what students wear to school in El Salvador and the United States. This 

could be just two pictures, one for each country, per group so as to not overwhelm or confuse them. Or this 

could be more than two pictures to give examples of different schools for each of the countries. This choice 

depends on the class and group and should be decided by the teacher. Students will be given time to discuss 

what is similar and different between the pictures. The teacher will walk around talking to each group to 

better understand what students already know about being a student in El Salvador. Student pairs will then 

pair up with another group and discuss the photos together. 

● New words that will be introduced are hola (hello), adiòs (goodbye), la escuela (school), el maestro (teacher), 

etc. These are some examples but can change for the pictures that the teacher decides upon for the gallery. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYTcn3l7X3A&list=PL6aixwcOkLHI9bbSuGg-NspwCGFC-rT50&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYTcn3l7X3A&list=PL6aixwcOkLHI9bbSuGg-NspwCGFC-rT50&index=5
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This is also a good opportunity to allow students to practice with these words and look up words that students 

may be interested in learning. 
● This activity can be completed online by using an interactive slideshow with two sets of the pictures. On the 

slide directly following the set of pictures the student will record their voice, or video depending on what the 

teacher wants, saying one similarity and one difference between the photos. 
  

Explanation: 

Procedures: 

● The teacher will introduce the topic of being a student in El Salvador. The teacher will have a big venn 

diagram and will lead students through comparing going to school in El Salvador to going to school in the 

United States. The teacher will explain the different parts of the venn diagram and why it is important to 

compare topics that we don’t know much about to ones that we do. Students will volunteer what is different 

and what is similar using what they learned from the picture activity. After this, the class will watch a video 

showing a day in the life of a student in El Salvador. After viewing this, students will continue sharing 

similarities and differences they see with the class. The venn diagram will be used as this days “anchor chart” 

for the last day’s activity. 
● Virtually this can be completed in the same ways by using a Zoom meeting to have the same discussions. 

The teacher could also make an interactive slideshow that continues from the last “engagement and 

exploration” activity but would have to talk through the topic and more examples. The slideshow could have 

a venn diagram and students would drag boxes with similarities and differences to the corresponding sections. 
  

Evaluation: 

● The teacher will evaluate the students’ understanding by listening to discussion. They will conclude the 

lesson by taking the differences the class found on the venn diagram and posing “Would you Rather…?” 

questions. The teacher will assign a wall for the answer choices (yes or no) and ask questions regarding 

whether they would want the school to be like ones in El Salvador or like the school they are in. An example 

would be, “Would you rather wear uniforms like in the El Salvadorian school or not have uniforms like our 

school?” Once students have answered, they will discuss their answers and why they chose them with the 

class. 
● If students are online they will turn in the slideshow and the teacher will evaluate the venn diagram filled out 

and the recordings of themselves describing a similarity and difference.  

  

Gearing Up and Down: 

● If the lesson is too remedial, the students will be given more than two pictures and will discuss all of the 

similarities and differences they see. 

● If the lesson is too advanced, the students can work with partners to discuss their thinking. The teacher can 

also show more videos to help with understanding for the whole class. 

● If when starting the lesson the teacher sees that the students need more time with the information this can 

extend into the next day. 
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Inquiry Teach             
  

State Academic Standards: 

● K.3.6 Identify and compare similarities and differences in families, classmates, neighbors and 

neighborhoods, and ethnic and cultural groups. 
● ID.K-2.5 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 

● DI.K-2.8 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different. 

● DI.K-2.10 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways. 
● This lesson supports the social studies standard by giving students new information about a country and 

culture. As students discuss, they will find comparisons between their lives and the lives of German 

students. The lesson supports the social justice standards in the same ways and by giving students the 

opportunity to be curious and discover more about this culture.  

  
  

Objectives: 

● The students will be able to . . . 

○ Recognize and identify similarities between schools in Germany and in the United States. 

○ Recognize and identify differences between schools in Germany and in the United States. 
  

  

Materials List: (This is a detailed list of everything you will need to teach this lesson.) 

● Germany ABC’s by Sarah Heiman 
● Visuals of schools in South Korea, different foods, clothing, and other visuals to represent the country 

● Map of Germany 

● Paper for each student 

● Coloring materials for each student 

● Anchor chart and markers for teacher 

● Informational videos 

○ https://youtu.be/z5ADDXZQs4M?t=99 

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqkELxIN6_8 

○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kd-Mp3K8CjU 
● Teacher postcard resource 

  

Engagement & Exploration: 

● The teacher will read the book Germany ABC to students. As a class, they will discuss the book and the 

different things that they learned about in the book. Students will turn and talk about one thing that is similar 

to life in the United States that was in the book and one thing that was different. To continue learning about 

Germany, the teacher will pose the question “How do you think going to school in Germany would be 

different from our school here? How would it be the same?” 

● Words to introduce: hallo (hello), auf wiedersehen (goodbye), schule (school), lehrerin (teacher), etc. These 

are some examples but can change for the pictures that the teacher decides upon for the gallery. This is also 

a good opportunity to allow students to practice with these words and look up words that students may be 

interested in learning. 

https://youtu.be/z5ADDXZQs4M?t=99
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqkELxIN6_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kd-Mp3K8CjU
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● Virtually the teacher can upload a video of themselves reading the book. They will need to talk through the 

discussion points and pose the same questions for students to think about on their own. 

  

Explanation: 

● After reading the book, students will go back to their seats and complete a quick draw. They will answer 

the question “What do you think going to school in Germany would be like?” by drawing for about 5 

minutes. Students will share their ideas with the class and the teacher will add these to a “before reading” 

section of the whiteboard or wall. Students will then continue their research by choosing one of the 

informational videos. The teacher may allow students to choose which video they want or assign the video 

depending on what works best for the class. After watching the video, students will complete another quick 

draw activity now with the information they have. Students will be paired up to share their quick draw and 

what they learned with each other. 

● Online the teacher can use a platform featuring an online whiteboard to have students complete the quick 

draw before and after they are assigned to watch one of the videos. This can also be on an interactive 

slideshow with the above “engagement and exploration” read aloud. The students will have a drawing tool 

on the slides to complete the quick draws. 

 

Evaluation: 

● The teacher will bring the class back together and lead a final discussion. The teacher will ask students to 

share their quickdraws after watching the video. They will guide students through the discussion focusing 

again on the questions of “How do you think going to school in Germany would be different from our 

school here? How would it be the same?” The teacher will dictate the students’ responses to an anchor 

chart and students will add their drawings on the “after research” side. The class will then have a discussion 

about how they used to research to answer the questions. They can also discuss what they would want to 

research about Germany if they had more time. These are important skills for students to use as they will be 

presented with topics to research for the rest of their academic career. This is also important because when 

students have questions in real life, they are able to find videos or other tools to investigate further. 

● Virtually the teacher can add to the interactive slideshow an after slide where students explain their “after 

research” drawings. The teacher can compile all of these drawings and dictate their answers onto one 

source to share with the class as well. 

Gearing Up and Down: 

● If the lesson is too remedial, students will be given the option to use a student search engine and further 

investigate schools in Germany. They will then be able to add what they learned into their quick draw. 

● If the lesson is too advanced, students will be able to work with a partner and talk before completing their 

quick draw. These students will also be given more time for their drawings. 

● If when starting the lesson the teacher sees that the students need more time with the information this can 

extend into the next day. 
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R.A.F.T. 
  

State Academic Standards: 

● K.3.6 Identify and compare similarities and differences in families, classmates, neighbors and 

neighborhoods, and ethnic and cultural groups. 

● K.W.3.2 Use words and pictures to develop a main idea and provide some information about a topic. 

● ID.K-2.5 I see that the way my family and I do things is both the same as and different from how other 

people do things, and I am interested in both. 

● DI.K-2.8 I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different. 

● DI.K-2.10 I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in 

different ways. 
● This final assessment puts into practice these standards that the students have been working with all week. 

Students will actively use these standards as they create their own Same, Same Different book pages 

comparing their experiences with one of the countries they learned about. A new standard is introduced as 

they will be writing and drawing pictures to make their book pages to describe a difference and similarity. 

  

Objectives: 

● The students will be able to . . . 

○ Describe a difference of going to school in a chosen country from their own school. 

○ Describe a similarity of going to school in a chosen country from their own school. 
  

Materials List: 

● Same, Same Different by Jenny Sue Kotecki-Shaw 

● Drawing/writing paper 

● Drawing/writing materials for each student 

● Country anchor charts 

● Country visuals 
  

Engagement & Exploration: 

● To begin the lesson the teacher will reread Same, Same Different directing the students to remember all of 

the different countries they have learned about and think of ways students in those countries are the same as 

well as different. After reading, the teacher will show students their own page of a Same, Same Different that 

they wrote and drew. This will be the activity that students will be engaging in. The class will discuss many 

different options for writing and review the anchor charts created throughout the week. The teacher will be 

able to gage the students’ knowledge through discussion and give more guidance based on what they recall. 

Examples of this may be more small group/ partner discussion with the teacher talking to each group to give 

more specific instruction. The teacher can also play the YouTube videos from the past week as further review 

if needed. 

● No new words will need to be introduced, but the words learned throughout the week may be reviewed. 
● The teacher will use their preferred online platform to compile the different activities created and used 

throughout the week. The teacher will then create a directions video instructing students to review these and 

rewatch the Same, Same Different reading. 

  

Explanation: 

• R.A.F.T. stands for the role of the writer, audience, format of the writing, and topic. 

R- Role of the writer (Second) 

● Students will choose their role themselves (which country they will make book pages for). 
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      A – Audience (Fourth) 

● Students will share with the class their book pages. This can happen online through a platform like 

Flipgrid. 

  

      F – Format of the writing (Third) 

● Students will follow the format of the Same, Same Different book and will be given handouts to 

aid in this formatting. They will be drawing the pages and labeling it. This can happen online by 

using PowerPoint slides and the drawing feature. 

  

      T – Topic (First) 

● The teacher will read the book Same, Same Different at the beginning of the lesson. The class will 

review the different countries that have been taught about through the week. The anchor charts 

created throughout the week will be displayed along with posters and maps of the countries to 

activate prior knowledge. This will happen online by the teacher compiling the past activities and 

recordings so students can look back at these. 

  

Evaluation: 

● Students will share their pages first with a partner to practice talking about their work. They will then stand 

up in front of the class and share with their peers the pages.  

● The teacher will assess their writing if they accurately drew and described a similarity and difference 

between their school and the school in the country the student has chosen. 
● This can also be completed online by students recording themselves talking about their pages on an online 

platform such as Flipgrid. 

  

Gearing Up and Down: 

● If the lesson is too remedial, the students will be allowed to make another page using one of the countries 

they did not write about. 

● If the lesson is too advanced, students will be encouraged to focus on the drawing of the pages and less on 

writing. Students will also be able to re-watch videos from the week to help give them more ideas. The 

teacher will also talk to these students and help them develop their choices and ideas as they are writing. 
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